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Abstract 
 
Innovation processes have been researched abundantly from a conceptual and process 
perspective on the emergence of innovations. Contemporary innovation processes are said to 
lack consideration of the resource side, even though innovation is very much a human driven 
process.  
 
One exposed gap in the literature is the importance of self-perception of the actors in such 
process. By means of a single case study this research brings a first insight into the 
importance of self-perception of the actors in the open innovation process, on the completion 
of the innovation process. Social behavioural models and theories related to self-perception 
creation and alteration have been explored through a literature review. Additionally, the 
required human characteristics for successful innovation according to the literature has been 
documented. By means of semi-structured interviews data was collected at an SME to 
validate the theories applicability in an innovation process environment and amend missing 
knowledge. 
 
Analysis showed that a growth mindset and self-efficacy are the most important factors to 
keep in mind when establishing innovation teams. Other self-perception aspects such as 
mental discomfort from cognitive dissonance and self-discrepancy had no impact on 
successful innovation. 
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1 Introduction 

From fire to the lightbulb, and more recently from the mobile phone to the internet, 
innovations have been occurring for centuries. Today, innovation is often associated with 
company survival and put high on the agendas of CEO’s according to a survey by (PwC, 
2013) amongst 1757 executives. Markets keep getting more competitive and therefore 
requiring differentiation of products and services to avoid perfect competition according to 
(Keat, et al., 2014). Besides the loss of above normal profit when entering perfect 
competition, on the other side there is the risk of becoming near extinct if a company is 
caught by a surprise they can hardly recover from if at all. Some famous examples are Nokia, 
Kodak and Blockbusters who respectively failed to timely recognize the need to focus on 
smartphones (Himanshu, 2015), digital photography (DiSalvo, 2011) and moving away from 
a business model that relied on punishing late returns against the rise of subscription based 
viewing over the Internet (Satell, 2014).  
 
Innovation has an impact on society, and is a source of transformative change according to 
the interpretations of (Garud, et al., 2013) of the book by Joel Mokyr (1990). They give 
examples of it being the engine for organic growth and being the basis for comparative 
advantage of nations. These value drivers in their opinion caused an increased interest in 
research by scholars in innovation. There are a wide variety of topics within innovation that 
have been researched such as; innovation types (Henderson & Clark, 1990; Knight, 1967; 
Schumpeter, 1934), innovation process flow (Garud, et al., 2013), the consequences of 
innovation (Gilad-Hai & Somech, 2016; Szulanski & Jensen, 2008; Leidner, et al., 2010) and 
the economics of innovation (Gadelha & Graga, 2016; Pianta, 2016; Spulber, 2013) to name 
a few. This research focusses on a specific area of innovation processes. 
 
Meissner & Kotsemir (2016) describe in their recent research the evolution of innovation 
process models from the 1950’s up to 2000’s. They summarize their findings saying that all 
innovation process models to date emphasize the key role of sources of innovation. The 
sources of innovation vary per environment and innovation project, which implies a 
continuous renewal of models. In their research conclusions, they mention that the current 
predominant innovation model remains the open innovation paradigm. Traditionally 
innovation processes are all very much internally focused, and according to (Gassmann, 
2006) the results were rarely shared to generate competitive advantage. His research 
discusses drivers and patterns on how the innovation process changed towards accepting 
external inputs leading to what’s currently known as open innovation. (Chesbrough, 2006) 
has a similar definition of open innovation, but he limits what Gassmann calls external inputs 
specifically to external innovation. 
 
Meissner & Kotsemir (2016) continue their conclusions by arguing that the current 
innovation processes lack consideration of the resource side of innovation. They say that the 
models they discussed all focus, from a conceptual and process perspective, on the 
emergence of innovations. According to them there is a need for extending the innovation 
processes with the human resource dimension. The argumentation is done by pointing out 
problems related to retaining people with capabilities not in roles direct to R&D or 
development, but those such as management to match the increasing external nature of 
innovation. Meissner & Kotsemir suggest that future research is needed to increase the 
understanding of the relationship between company innovation ecosystems and production 
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innovation ecosystems by combining the concept of open innovation with the human factor 
and public perception. 
 
There is existing research that addresses a part of the previously mentioned relationship, such 
as that of (Bergschöld & Källgren, 2014) and (Sauermann & Cohen, 2010), which focus on 
the motivational side of the human factor. The study of (Sheehan, et al., 2014) describes how 
various Human Resource Development (HRD) interventions, such as training opportunities 
and performance management among others, contribute to innovation. Another often seen 
perspective is addressing the creativity component in relationship to innovation, where 
creativity in this context comes from the behavioural sciences side (e.g. psychology). The 
systematic review by (Anderson, et al., 2014) summarizes studies covering the effects on 
creativity of culture, business climate, knowledge, team structure and more. A seemingly not 
researched area is that of the importance of the human factor of self-perception in 
relationship to innovation processes. 
 
There are questions that are currently unanswered, but can potentially be answered by 
researching the self-perception relationship with regards to innovation processes. Examples 
of such questions are; If a person doesn’t consider itself to be creative, will that person then 
even respond to e.g. environmental changes promoting creativity in innovation processes? 
Does having an inferiority complex stop one from taking available training opportunities or 
contributing to brainstorm sessions? It is assumed that such scenarios can directly or 
indirectly affect the innovation process. It is therefore worthwhile to get a better 
understanding in general about the importance self-perception plays in such scenarios.  
 
The purpose of this study is to explore the importance of self-perception in successful open 
innovation processes. The result of this exploration contributes to the deeper understanding of 
the importance of the human resource dimension in the innovation processes as called for by 
the research of Meissner & Kotsemir (2016). Previous research that considers the human 
resource perspective in relationship to innovation processes does not cover self-perception, 
therefore exposing a gap. By means of a case study I intend to bring a first insight into the 
importance of self-perception of the actors in the open innovation process, on the completion 
of the innovation process. The case study is performed among the set of actors that were 
involved in a successful innovation process at a case company. The practical contribution of 
these results for companies is in the form of raising awareness if there is a need to address 
self-perception issues when undertaking innovation. The results hereof can potentially 
contribute to a more optimised innovation process and a higher innovation success rate.  
 
The study is limited to self-perception on an individual person basis and does not look at self-
perception of a department or company as a whole. Furthermore, the study excludes taking 
religion or non-Western culture into account. Finally, no distinction is made related to 
innovation process stages but instead looks at the process as a whole. 
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2 Literature review 

This chapter aims to build a general understanding of knowledge available that is relevant to 
this research as found in the literature. It also aims to create a common understanding of the 
definition of innovation to be used, because as we will see there are many opinions about 
this. This chapter is divided into three sections coverings the major parts of the research 
question.  
 
The first section addresses innovation. It looks at the definition of innovation, the innovation 
types and models, what part of the innovation spectrum this study focuses on and what 
human characteristics play a role in participating in such processes. The next section 
addresses self-perception. It looks at what self-perception means, and it shows the two major 
conflicting streams of thinking that exists based on the various theories related to self-
perception. It serves as background knowledge in understanding how the actors that 
participated in the innovation process might be influenced, therefore saying something about 
importance. This chapter ends with the theoretical framework in which we expose gaps in the 
literature and establish the viewpoint the researcher takes in analysing and interpreting the 
data. 

2.1 Innovation 

This section is intended to provide background information on innovation and establish a 
broad view of what is known to date before narrowing the focus to what I consider is most 
relevant today and for this study. We first look at the definition and then look at the types and 
process models from which we select the open innovation model in accordance with the 
research question. This is followed up by a literature review as to what human factors play a 
role in innovation. 
 
What is innovation? That’s a question that does not seem to be possible to answer 
unambiguously when looking at the literature. There are those who consider innovation as 
just creating something new (Boer & During, 2001) like a process, a service, or a market. 
Wong, et.al (2009), basing their definition on the paper of (West & Anderson, 1996), say it’s 
not necessarily creation but “the effective application of processes and products new to the 
organization and designed to benefit it and its stakeholders”. Some believe innovation equals 
idea generation. Others consider innovation as outcomes important to organizations (Galunic 
& Rodan, 1998). Then there are those who think this is a task of the R&D department or of 
upper management, and those that think it’s a strategy or benchmark. (Dyer, et al., 2011) say 
in their book that innovation is a learned behaviour that results in challenging the status quo, 
eventually leading to new products or processes. Finally, by inference of “because innovation 
is a pervasive attitude, a feeling, an emotional state, an ongoing commitment to newness” 
(Kuczmarski, 1996) I would argue some even consider innovation as a mindset.  
 
It should have become apparent that no single definition seems to fit all situations. For that 
reason we will use the definition by Meissner & Kotsemir (2016), as this paper intends to 
follow up to their call for future research. They define innovation as “not a result but rather a 
process and flow of activities that aim to solve a known or unknown problem” (2016, pp. 13-
14). The implication of choosing this definition over any of the others is considered to only 
impact the case-process selection from which data is collected. The majority of definitions 
describe a process in one form or another with different conditions. As the focus of this study 
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is on the actors in the process and not on the different aspects of the process itself (i.e. flow; 
economic impact), this is deemed to have no importance for this study. 
 
While Meissner & Kotsemir’s description points us towards a certain perspective, it’s still a 
very broad and high level view. Activities and processes are generally moulded into various 
types and models for easier comprehension and consistency among repetition. In order to 
further clarify their definition we’ll next dive deeper into the types and process models of 
innovation. 

2.1.1 Innovation types and process models 
Not surprisingly, there does not seem to be a single definition of innovation types agreed 
upon in the literature either. (Moore, 2005) describes over 10 types seen from the context of a 
product or service life cycle. (Deloitte Development LLC., 2017), a large innovation 
consultancy firm, limits the types to a total of 10 based on industry patterns. Those with types 
less than 5 in total define them based on impact or scope (Schumpeter, 1934; Henderson & 
Clark, 1990), the innovation direction (internal/external) and duration 
(continuous/discontinuous) as described in (Sniukas, 2009) or the innovation target focus 
area (Knight, 1967; OECD/Eurostat, 2005; Oke, et al., 2007). The type requiring more in-
depth research related to, as called for by (Meissner & Kotsemir, 2016) in the problem 
description, is that what according to those authors would fall under innovation management 
processes. 
 
Figure 2.1 shows the historical summarization of innovation management process models. 
Their proposed focus is on the last generation innovation model, open innovation. The author 
of this research believes it’s only relevant to look at the latest innovation model as that is 
arguably the currently most used model.  
 

 
Figure 2.1 Historical overview of innovation models evolution (as taken from (Meissner & Kotsemir, 2016)) 
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2.1.2 Open innovation 
Meissner & Kotsemir (2016) describe open innovation, based on the work of (Chesbrough, 
2006), as the use of purposive inflows and outflows of knowledge to accelerate internal 
innovation. Besides that, they say it’s a model that uses both internal and external paths to 
market. The author of this paper feels this description is slightly limited. The author believes 
that open innovation can also include the usage of external products as opposed to creating 
those products as part of the internal innovation process. This could arguably fall under the 
external knowledge description, but one does not necessarily gain the knowledge by usage or 
inclusion of external products. An example of this is Toyota outsourcing their brake system 
design to a 2nd tier supplier (Womack & Roos, 2007) for later inclusion in their product. 
While Toyota benefits from the knowledge of the supplier in the form of a product that’s 
build using their supplier’s superior knowledge, Toyota do not necessarily build the 
intellectual knowledge or experience internally to create the next braking system at equal 
quality themselves. Hiring experts for training of personnel would however be considered as 
falling under external knowledge. 
 
The main difference between the open innovation model and the closed/other models is the 
usage of external knowledge, as well as sharing of internal knowledge, tools and products to 
the outside world, all with the objective of accelerating the innovation efforts. By 
empowering those around you, including competitors, you’re likely to have more radical 
innovation in a shorter time span as the sum of expertise and effort increases substantially.  
 
From being visionary during idea creation to persistence in development until the vision is 
realized. There is no doubt in the literature that innovation processes are human driven. 
(Garud, et al., 2013), (DeMaria, 2013) and (Strategic Direction, 2012), for example all 
describe the various traits and characteristics they consider necessary to have in an 
individual, group or business environment for innovation to occur.  
 
Where (Costello & Prohaska, 2013) say that companies should set realistic and clear goals for 
innovation to succeed, (Collins, 2012) actually believes one does not need to have the answer 
for all problems ahead but should just be willing to continue anyway. (Strategic Direction, 
2012) complements this latter view by saying an innovator must believe in succeeding 
without knowing all steps to take. 
 
It is assumed that the group described by (Collins, 2012) and (Strategic Direction, 2012) 
requires more self-confidence to believe they can overcome all necessary obstacles. A 
question unanswered in this direction is for example whether the confidence of a single 
person in overcoming all obstacles is enough to drive an entire group or even entire company 
to successful innovation. (DeMaria, 2013) thinks successful innovation requires a group of 
people with the same characteristics, therefore suggesting it’s not. (Collins, 2012) on the 
other hand, thinks it mainly depends on a strong leader.  
 
There are different views on what characteristics are needed for a successful innovation. 
(DeMaria, 2013) states that an innovator should be willing to fail and be a visionary, while 
(Jacobovitz, 2015) leans towards being open to combining data and changes. Regardless who 
is right, for this study its more important to explore if they can be altered. 
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2.2 Self-perception 

This section looks at the human factors involved in the innovation processes. Specifically, 
using the existing literature an understanding will be build how people to date are believed to 
think or create an understanding of themselves. This knowledge can then be used in 
interpreting the data from the case study to create an insight into the role self-perception has 
played in successful completion of the innovation process. 
 
Looking at the literature shows there are two major streams of thinking when it comes to 
determining the way humans look at themselves. On one hand, there are those theories 
building up the believe that external influences are the source for creating attitudes and 
characteristics. On the other hand, there are those that say actions are the results of one’s 
internal state. In other words, the former group follows the external believe of “We believe as 
how we act like.”, the latter group holds the internal believe of “Believe and you will 
become/act like.”.  
 
The importance of these different views lies in the potential amount of control the group or 
company leading the innovation process can exert on the self-perception of the actors in the 
process. Assuming the believe of external influence holds, this would suggest that the group 
or company can create an environment that can alter the self-perception of an important actor 
to that what is needed in the innovation process. If the internal believe holds, that same group 
or company might need to find a completely different actor assuming they can’t influence it. 
This might not always be feasible due to e.g. subject matter expertise. 
 
Putting an actor with a self-perception conflicting with the needs of the innovation process 
into the process, might have suboptimal results or even negative consequences. Imagine a 
subject matter expert, who’s expertise is one of few in the country, but that is afraid to fail 
due to his labelled status as expert. Forcing such a person into an innovation process might 
yield limited results if he does not speak his mind as a fear of failure. Alternatively, he might 
speak up but discard all possible ideas as infeasible for the same reason of failure. It should 
be clear that those leading innovation processes want to avoid such scenarios. It is part of this 
study to give insights into the importance of self-perception on such scenarios. It will help 
with questions such as; Does self-perception really matter? Can it be controlled? 
 
A total of 7 theories/models related to self-perception or the way we look at ourselves will be 
introduced and discussed to build an understanding of the intellectual progression of the field.  
First a look at models and theories limited to individual actors are discussed. Next, we 
expand the discussion by looking at the influence that taking others into account can have. 
We end the discussion by looking at relative and absolute performance views. The 
knowledge build helps to identify what possible self-perception influencing forces are out 
there. It also shows what the theories cannot yet tell us about its influence on the innovation 
process. The theories and models presented are not an exhaustive list covering all theories 
related to self-perception. It are the theories that are mentioned most often in the literature 
covering self-perception directly, yet are considered independent enough to not be a mere 
elaboration or extension of another theory.  
 

2.2.1 Seeing is believing…or is it 
The American social psychologist Leon Festinger developed the theory of cognitive 
dissonance in 1957 (Festinger, 1957). This theory suggests that human beings have an inner 
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drive to maintain internal consistency of believes, ideas or values. When a person 
simultaneously holds two contradicting believes, ideas or values, then mental discomfort is 
said to be experienced. This mental discomfort is known as cognitive dissonance in 
psychology.  
 
An example of cognitive dissonance is a person that believes smoking is bad for their health, 
but is then forced to work in a room full of smokers. The person will feel discomfort and will 
try to solve it to bring their internal state back in harmony. One way in this example is for the 
person to change their believe about smoking being unhealthy, the other is to act such that 
they do not have to be in that room. The former is arguably a slower process or even an 
unlikely event to happen compared to the latter case. One can infer from this that behaviour 
(to act) follows as a result of holding a certain attitude, thus holding the internal influence 
believe. Two studies (Zanna & Cooper, 1974; Kiesler & Pallak, 1976) have verified the 
unpleasant arousal when in distress. A study by (Song Hing, et al., 2002) showed a change in 
social behaviour by inducing hypocrisy to alter prejudice believes. Other studies cover topics 
such as motivation and overcoming fears through usage of cognitive dissonance concepts, 
making its existence hard to deny. 
 
However, around the 1970s the American social psychologist Daryl J. Bem formed a theory 
regarding attitude formation that challenges the Cognitive Dissonance Theory. In his research 
(Bem, 1972) he presents the ‘Self-perception theory’ which asserts that our actions are often 
socially influenced and not necessarily out of free will. According to the theory our actions 
are interpreted by ourselves the way we interpret actions of others. In other words; we judge 
ourselves from an observers’ perspective, just like an external person would and from there 
draw conclusions what attitudes must have caused such behaviour.  
 
The experiment Daryl Bem (1972, pp. 24-25) performed included an audio tape recording of 
an actor that was involved in two motor tasks and who was instructed to inform the next 
person in the waiting room that his task was fun and enjoyable. One part of the subjects 
listening to the audio tape were told the actor was paid $1 for his tasks. The other group of 
subjects was told the actor was paid $20 for his tasks. The $1 group believed the actor 
enjoyed his tasks more, than what the $20 group believed. The observed results of both 
groups matched with that of what the actor in the Carlsmith & Festinger (1959) study 
experienced (of which this study attempted to duplicated the situation). The conclusion was 
then drawn that because the observers were able to correctly guess how the actors felt, that 
the actors themselves must also have determined how they felt by observing their own 
behaviour. 
 
More studies performed later on strengthened the evidence of the self-perception theory. One 
such study (Beall, et al., 2002) showed higher believe of being able to exercise successfully 
after seeing a virtual lookalike of themselves do it. A follow up to this study (Yee & 
Bailenson, 2007) showed that participants would exercise longer after seeing their virtual 
lookalike lose weight shortly before. However, it’s not only voluntary actions that can alter 
behaviour as shown by (Willadsen-Jensen & Ito, 2006). They had participants hold a pencil 
in the mouth to force a smile, after which subjects showed an altered state of prejudice.  
 
Following the cognitive dissonance theory one could suggest that placing a person in an 
innovation process where that person does not feel comfortable, suitable, capable or alike, 
will not necessarily change its attitude. Under the believe that attitudes are longstanding and 
firmly ingrained into a person, it’s more likely that a person will change its behaviour in 
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order to align it with their internal state. Such behaviour would arguably be detrimental to the 
innovation process. On the other hand studies like that of (Beall, et al., 2002; Willadsen-
Jensen & Ito, 2006) suggest this can be overcome or countered by mirroring or forced 
settings (i.e. forced subject matter presentations to show they’re knowledgeable). 
 
While cognitive dissonance theory also keeps the importance of cognitions in mind, the 
importance thereof is derived from personal core values. A question that arises is whether 
from a holistic view the company survival based on the innovation process outcome might 
weight heavier. This potentially leads to accepting sustained dissonance for the duration of 
the innovation process following the needs expected from the actor by the company. Going 
back to the self-perception theory of (Bem, 1972), there is a study by (Brunelle, 2001) which 
showed that teenagers that got involved in voluntary work had their attitudes shifted towards 
being more caring and considerate towards others. However, there is a catch. While the above 
clearly opens the doors that self-perception can be altered, the theory only holds according to 
Bem when “internal cues are weak, ambiguous, or uninterpretable”. Now take a person for 
which these conditions hold and put them into a group of people with strong and clear 
internal cues. Doing this could suggest that their self-perception can be altered if they take on 
the group ideas and feelings. The idea of internal alteration by others is a topic further 
addressed next.  
 

2.2.2 To copy or not copy believes 
The previous discussed theories looked at ourselves from either an internal of external 
perspective. They were very much focused on the individual. On the other hand, there are 
theories and models that include external influence of others individuals on oneself. One such 
model is the self-expansion model. The underlying thoughts of the self-expansion model is 
that individuals have the basic desire to enhance their potential efficacy. I believe the key 
relationship to self-perception is in one of the principles of this model. This specific principle 
of the self-expansion model states that individuals can achieve self-expansion through 
inclusion of the other in the self.  
 
In the study of (Aron, et al., 1991) one of the experiments tested the response latency of 
“me/not me” decisions for traits between themselves and their spouses that were equal and 
traits that were not equal. The longer response latency for different traits suggested a 
self/spouse confusion as the result of inclusion of the other in self. This external influence 
inclusion of the other individual in oneself suggests an external believe. The social identity 
theory by British social psychologists Henri Tajfel and John Turner (1986) proposes a very 
similar idea. They say that the sense of who a person is, depends on the groups to which they 
belong. Tajfel and Turner say that a person behaves differently depending on which group 
they belong to, and that they actually have multiple selves. Their selves can differ for 
example when being with family, their sports team or the neighbourhood they’re in. When 
perceived as part of a group an “us” vs “them” mentality exists. The group they identify with 
is also known as the ingroup, whereas the group they don’t identify with is known as the 
outgroup(s).  
 
An interesting aspect of this intergroup comparison is the following. One thing ingroup 
members are said to do is tending to increase ingroup cohesion by minimizing the perception 
of differences between ingroup members. This arguably suggests that being part of a group 
can lead to the believe that one is capable, else one would not be accepted to the group. 
Besides that, participation in the groups leads to a certain behaviour and actions, that 
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according to Daryl Bem’s self-perception theory (1972) can thus lead to alteration of internal 
attitudes. This suggests that both the self-expansion model and the social identify theory 
appear to show a link between the relationship with others and the ability to copy behaviour 
and believes. A study by Smith & Henry (1996) has shown that the inclusion in oneself can 
extend to a full group. 
 
It is not clear from the literature how much or how close the interaction and relationship 
should be for this ‘mimicking’ effect to take place in innovation processes. This makes it 
important to consider because inherent to open innovation is external input. This external 
input does not necessarily have to come from the same location as the main innovation 
process group members, or even participate for the same duration. 
 
Switching to the internal believe perspective, and closely related to the cognitive dissonance 
theory, we find the self-discrepancy theory. This theory, created by Edward Tory Higgings, 
is described in his words as “a general theory relating different patterns of self-beliefs to 
different kinds of emotional-motivational predispositions” (Higgins, 1987). In his research 
(1987, pp. 320-321), Higgins proposes three domains of selves that people use to compare 
themselves with  

a) actual self, being the representation of the attributes that someone believes you possess  
b) ideal self, being the representations of the attributes that someone would like you to 

ideally possess (i.e. hopes, aspirations) and finally  
c) ought self, being the representation of the attributes someone believes you should possess 

(i.e. obligations and responsibilities) 
 

Self-discrepancy is the gap between two of these domains. Depending on the size of the gap 
more or less discomfort is said to be felt. This sounds allot like the Cognitive Dissonance 
Theory and the effect of such state has the same effect on people as described there; they are 
motivated to reduce the discrepancy. However, the former in classifying the results of such 
discomfort only distinguished between negative and positive emotions, while the self-
discrepancy theory can predict more specific emotions such as embarrassment and fear. A 
later study by Higgins (1989) showed that the larger the gap between actual and ideal self, the 
lower the self-esteem was. This is important because self-esteem has an impact on 
perceptions of competence, which in its turn affects performance in the innovation process.  
 
It can be argued that individual self-perception in innovation processes can be altered via 
close relationships with others as described in the findings of the self-expansion model. This 
can potentially be complemented through usage of the self-discrepancy concepts. Via 
carefully expressed elevated perceptions of the ought self of an actor, discrepancy can be 
induced to could lead to altered behaviour. Negative direction alteration might also occur if 
the actors adopt weak believes. The current literature does not appear to cover whether a 
temporary assembled group (such as what often is established for innovation processes) is 
perceived as a close enough relationship to influence the self-perception of any of its 
individual actors. 
 

2.2.3 It’s up to you 
Mindset theory is a theory that distinguishes two perspectives people hold regarding their 
abilities and qualities, which eventually determine performance. First, those with a fixed 
mindset believe that their abilities and qualities such as personality traits, attitude and 
intelligence are fixed. E.g. you’re either good or not good at math. Their believe is that these 
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cannot be practiced or developed. The other perspective is people with a growth mindset. 
This group of people believes that one’s abilities and qualities can be developed through 
training and effort. 
 
Based on this theory the fixed mindset people should not necessarily be excluded from the 
innovation process given that they already have the believes matching the needs of the 
innovation process. However, if they don’t, one could argue that based on this theory this 
group of people should be avoided as their mindset is limiting and potential detrimental to the 
process.  
 
Those with a growth mindset are open to change and can thus be shaped. This group lowers 
the importance of self-perception in innovation processes. The reason for this is that if their 
believes are not matching the needs of the innovation process, then they can still be altered or 
influenced to the point that they do match e.g. by providing training opportunities, or others 
ways to build their confidence. 
 
If one’s self-perception is that of being incompetent, then this might lead to fear of 
contribution in the innovation process. Reason being is that they might be afraid that their 
contributions are wrong/not good enough. This arguably means it’s an important factor 
related to influence in innovations processes. The perception of incompetence or not is the 
subject of the self-efficacy theory. Self-efficacy is the measure of strength or extent of one’s 
belief in their own ability to complete tasks and reach goals (Bandura, 1977). It is said to 
determine how people behave, think, feel and motivate themselves. External experiences and 
self-perception are the sources for building self-efficacy.  
 
According to the theory, those who believe they can (i.e. have high self-efficacy) are more 
likely to set or accept challenging goals and stay committed to them. It is caused by their 
believe that such challenges are not threats, but are challenges to be mastered. This 
perspective is very similar to the ‘growth mindset’ of the Mindset Theory discussed 
previously. Therefore, for those with high self-efficacy the same assumptions as the growth 
mindset group holds, the importance of self-perception is assumed to be low. This group 
believes that they can control threatening situations by effort. Failure to them means they’ve 
not put in enough effort, or have insufficient knowledge or skills which can all be acquired. 
In innovation processes which are said to include many failures, this is exactly the type of 
person you’d like to have in the process. 
 
Those with low self-efficacy shy away from challenges because they consider them as 
threats. They often get stuck on their personal deficiencies and have low resilience to failure 
leading to quitting fast when facing difficulties. This in result can quickly make them lose 
faith in their capabilities which makes them an easy victim to stress. They also often 
overestimate the difficulty of tasks increasing stress levels. Arguably this is not the type of 
person to have in your innovation processes where a certain degree of failure is certain. This 
thus suggest greater importance of self-perception in the innovation process.  
 
It’s important to note that Bandura also points out that self-efficacy can also be altered. 
Experience is one of the factors that can alter self-efficacy. Although experience is an 
external factor, the state of efficacy is still internally determined. Failures decrease self-
efficacy further, while successes increase self-efficacy. Bandura is not clear on the strength of 
a single positive experience to that of multiple negative experiences, and vice versa. That 
leaves me to make the assumption that a single experience good or bad, is only as strong as a 
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single counter part. This suggests that low-self efficacy that’s build up out of multiple bad 
experiences, requires an equal amount of good experiences to counter. Modelling is another 
factor that can alter self-efficacy. This factor calls for seeing others fail or succeed can lead to 
respectively decrease or increase of self-efficacy. It’s based on the believe that “if they can, 
so can I”. 
 
It should be clear from the discussions that there are many factors that can potentially 
influence the self-perception of actors while arguably having an effect on the innovation 
success. The theoretical framework shall further elaborate on the connection between the 
necessary characteristics and the various potential forces that are present or can applied on 
the self-perception of these characteristics, and what the impact might be. 

2.3 Theoretical framework 

The focus of this section is to define the viewpoint taken in analysing and interpreting the 
data that is gathered based on the theoretical knowledge obtained in the previous sections. 
First the scoping of innovation and human requirements for success are covered. Next, we’ll 
discuss how self-perception connects to this and discuss perspectives for determining the 
importance thereof. 
 
We have seen that there is no unified definition of innovation in the literature and that we will 
follow the definition by Meissner & Kotsemir (2016), as this paper intends to follow up to 
their call for future research. Innovation as such is defined as “not a result but rather a 
process and flow of activities that aim to solve a known or unknown problem” (2016, pp. 13-
14). The implications of this decision have been discussed to have minimal impact. In 
alignment with their definition of innovation they describe a completed innovation process as 
the transitioning from the product or process development cycle to the market cycle, together 
with the first economic use. For this study it is assumed that each actor in the innovation 
process of the case company contributed equally to the successful completion of the process. 
 
Following the innovation definition, we had a brief look at the various innovation process 
types and models. The open innovation model is selected as most relevant. This model is the 
latest generation of innovation models as was shown from the historical evolution overview 
presented in Section 2.1.1. It is therefore assumed to also be the most used given its inception 
in 2000s. Important to note here is that there was also no unified definition for the innovation 
type and process models. The selection once more is based on the understanding of  
(Meissner & Kotsemir, 2016) as this paper intends to follow up to that. 
 
A brief look at what open innovation constitutes of according to the literature was presented. 
Overall the understanding of this model is well agreed upon. The author pointed out a minor 
limitation in the current view described. There the common idea is that only the use of 
external knowledge is part of open innovation whereas the author believes external product 
inclusion to accelerate fits as well. This eventually can be just the difference in interpretation 
of what ‘external knowledge’ constitutes of. Based on this we will define an open innovation 
process as follows. The open innovation process is a process where purposeful in- and 
outflows of knowledge is used to accelerate internal innovation, and where both internal as 
external paths are used to market. This is a paraphrasing of Meissner and Kotsemir’s 
definition. 
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The view from the literature on the relationship and importance of human actors in 
innovation processes was covered. The author assumes that all mentioned characteristics, 
traits and/or requirements are true needs. It could be that some only apply in certain 
industries or cultures, but it is considered beyond the scope of this study to validate their true 
necessity. They are summarized in Error! Reference source not found.. Note that this list is 
not exhaustive and other traits might exist.  
 

What Said by  
Be visionary (DeMaria, 2013) 
Be persistent 
Can overcome obstacles 

(Collins, 2012) 

Have clear & realistic goals 
 

(Costello & Prohaska, 2013) 

Be a strong leader (Collins, 2012) 
Willing to fail (DeMaria, 2013) 

Open to change, combining new data (Jacobovitz, 2015) 

Be comfortable with the unknown (Collins, 2012), (Strategic Direction, 2012) 
Table 2-1 Traits, characteristics and requirements for successful innovation 

 
Looking at self-perception we discussed the two different streams of believes in theories 
when it comes to attitude, believes and behaviour creation. On one side we have those 
theories and models showing clear believes that external influences are the drivers. In this 
group reside the Self-perception Theory, Self-expansion Model and Social Identity Theory. 
On the opposite side are those showing clear believes that internal influence determines 
external behaviour. To this group belong the Cognitive Dissonance Theory, Self-discrepancy 
Theory and Self-Efficacy Theory. Finally, there is one theory that can fall on either side of 
the spectrum depending on the interpretation. The Mindset Theory can be considered to hold 
the internal believe when we’re dealing with someone with what is called a fixed mindset. 
However, when someone holds the growth mindset this can then be considered externally 
influence-able. Shortcomings in the theories in relationship to innovation processes have 
been shortly pointed out and will next be further elaborated on.  
 

2.3.1 Proposition building 
The Self-perception Theory calls for the possibility to influence innovation process actors 
with weak internal signals. In short, this means that weak actors can take on the believe of 
strong actors through careful external stimuli. On the other hand, one could argue that the 
strong will either compensate for the weak, or prevent the weak from contributing in areas 
they’re considered weak. The innovation outcome would remain strong, but not by the 
contributions of the weak. A first proposition can be formed to clarify if self-perception plays 
a role in such scenarios:  
 
P1: Actors with weak internal cues take on the view of actors with strong internal cues.  
 
The Self-expansion model also suggests alteration is possible by looking at others, but does 
not differentiate between weak or strong internal cues of the actors as is done by the Self-
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perception theory. The pre-requisite of the Self-expansion model for alteration to happen is a 
close relationship with the actor from which the behaviour is taken. The current literature 
does not cover whether a temporary assembled group (such as that in innovation processes) is 
perceived as a close enough relationship to influence the self-perception of any of its 
individual actors. As such the following proposition is formed: 
 
P2: Actors with deviating self-perception adopt to the complying self-perception of their 
innovation process group.  
 
Note that it’s not a given that only a transition from deviating believe to complying believe 
will happen. The opposite might as well occur and could be detrimental to the innovation 
process instead of beneficial. This as well affects the importance of self-perception and 
should be taken into account. Another proposition can be formed to investigate this: 
 
P3: Actors with complying self-perception do not adopt to the deviating weaker self-
perception of a close friend.  
 
The third external believe view is the Social identity Theory and suggests alteration is 
possible through the believe that belonging to a group means one is capable of what the 
group is capable of. This of course could raise e.g. confidence levels of those lacking, leading 
to positive contributions. Where this theory falls short for this study is whether actively 
working together with the group is necessary to take on the believe, or if an actor working on 
his own but labelled to be part of the group is enough to take on the positive believe. As said 
before, inherent to open innovation is the usage of external knowledge, which might come in 
the form of collaboration with experts. This leads us to the fourth proposition: 
 
P4: Continuous close collaboration of ‘ingroup’ actors in the innovation process is necessary 
for elevated self-perception.  
 
The Cognitive dissonance Theory states that when a person holds two contradicting believes, 
ideas or values then mental discomfort is experienced which the person shall try to resolve. 
Resolving can happen through changing of ones believe or through action (e.g. move to a 
location that does not cause conflict with internal believe). The author already expressed that 
he thinks it’s more likely that a person will take action instead of changing ones believe. 
However, a seemingly more interesting perspective for this study that is not discussed is 
related to the time domain of the suggested changing or actions. It is unknown how long an 
actor accepts experiencing cognitive dissonance before one changes or takes action. Also, the 
willingness to sustain such dissonance in contrast to the importance of the innovation 
outcome from a holistic view is not addressed. For example; company survival and job 
security based on the innovation success versus the cognitive dissonance for the duration of 
the innovation process. As such the fifth proposition is formed. 
 
P5:  Actors do not act on, or are willing to sustain, cognitive dissonance for the duration of 
the innovation process when the innovation process outcome affects job security.  
 
Self-discrepancy theory is another theory that can alter believes. A large gap between one of 
the three selves can lead to e.g. fear and embarrassment. While according to the theory the 
interpretation whether a gap exists is internally based, there are arguably still external 
influences possible. The so called ought self is based on the believe what someone should 
possess. A company expressing very high expectations could create a big gap between the 
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ought self and actual self. As said before, this gap might lead to fear resulting in worse 
instead of better performance. Vice versa, by expressing lower expectations given the 
innovation uncertainties or likewise, influence can be exercised leading to a more positive 
contribution. If and how this influences an innovation process is not addressed and thus we 
can form the proposition: 
 
P6: Discomfort felt by actors from a gap between ‘actual self’ and ‘ought self’, as a result of 
externally expressed expectations of the actor, does not affect the innovation outcome.  
 
The self-efficacy theory and mindset theory have close relationships. Those with high self-
efficacy believe they can and therefore are likely to stay committed. Whereas those with a 
growth mindset might not necessarily believe they already can, but they believe they can 
always learn what’s necessary and as a result also stay committed. On the opposite side are 
those with low self-efficacy and those with a fixed mindset. These respectively don’t believe 
they can and believe their abilities and qualities are fixed. While the former group potentially 
compensates for the latter group, it’s worthwhile to understand the distribution of these 
believes in the innovation process on the outcome. It’s expected that the majority of the 
actors in the innovation process hold the growth mindset/have high self-efficacy in order to 
have enough resilience to complete the process. Alternatively, those with a fixed mindset 
already are sufficiently skilled for the task at hand, or from a self-efficacy perspective they 
underestimate their actual skillset. If neither of these hold then the mindset or efficacy value 
must have not had an impact on the innovation process outcome. A final proposition to 
clarify these assumptions is 
 
P7: High-self efficacy and growth mindset are the predominant views of the actors in the 
innovation process group leading to success.  
 
While a lot of theories on self-perception give an indication on how they might or might not 
affect the innovation, they are at best speculations. Together with the exposed gaps in these 
theories the necessity for exploration has become clear. The remainder of the paper is 
organized as follow. First we present the research design methodology. Next the results of 
our empirical findings are presented. Finally, we discuss the impact of the findings, its 
similarities and discrepancies with current available research and conclude with possible 
future research.  
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3 Methodology 

This chapter will describe and motivate the choices that have been made in establishing and 
designing the research. It starts with describing the origin and target case. This is followed by 
a description of the data collection process that was followed for the literature review and 
empirical data. Next, the data analysis strategy is described and we conclude with the 
limitations of this methodology. 

3.1 Research design 

The broad idea of investigating the importance of self-perception in innovation processes was 
proposed by the faculty members of the Department of Industrial Management at the 
Blekinge Institute of Technology. The author performed a first literature research to establish 
the relevance of this broad idea. After identifying a gap in the literature, as described in 
Chapter 1 by the call out for future research by (Meissner & Kotsemir, 2016) covering this 
topic, the initial research question was formed.  
 
The research follows what Yin (2013) calls a linear-analytic structure, meaning the research 
question has been posted and relevant prior literature was examined first. Before examining 
the literature a data collection strategy was formed, as described in 3.3.1, to ensure 
reproducibility, increased validity and overall quality. The data collected by execution of the 
strategy build the necessary knowledge of the author related to self-perception and innovation 
processes required to determine the data collection strategy for the empirical data as 
described in Section 3.3.2. The knowledge obtained has also led to reducing the scope of the 
initial research question from innovation processes in general, to the final scope of open 
innovation processes specifically. This reduction is scope was considered necessary for 
increased external validity as different innovation process paradigms can require different 
self-perception needs. 
 
The “what” nature of the main research question provides justifiable rationale for an 
exploratory study according to (Yin, 2013). He says that such a study can use any research 
method from a survey to an experiment to a case study. The author has chosen to perform a 
qualitative study in the form of semi-structured interviews at a case company to create a first 
insight. The semi-structured interview allows to focus on the topic under investigation, while 
providing the researcher the opportunity to elaborate on the interviewee’s answers when 
deemed necessary. This approach was chosen over structured-interviews to avoid not 
exploring the phenomena in enough depth. As with a first case study determining the right 
depth is difficult to do upfront and therefore justifies a slightly looser approach as given by 
using semi-structured interviews. A minor drawback is that is sacrifices reproducibility in 
favour of depth. 
 
The interviews performed in this research are on a small population, being only the actors 
involved in the selected innovation process at the selected case company. This implies that 
external validity will be relatively low. This is considered acceptable at this point of time as a 
better understanding of the phenomena at small scale can help in forming hypotheses that can 
be researched quantitatively at a later point in time to increase external validity. The 
interview data was obtained using the empirical data collection strategy (Section 3.3.2) and 
then analysed according to the data analysis approach described in Section 3.4.  
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3.2 Research object 

The initial focus for finding a research object was on large companies in moving markets, as 
they often have innovation projects on going as well as successfully completed. A first 
filtering step was taken by only considering companies with 100+ employees and where by 
estimation the outcome of the innovation process served at least 100 people. This increases 
the odds of finding case process as well as increasing the validity of the data in terms of 
innovation success. The case process also more likely has more actors to obtain data from to 
increase the validity of the findings, unlike when looking at smaller companies/team for 
processes and data. Secondly, the author’s network was first considered to increase the odds 
of being granted access. 
 
Despite having contacts at various managerial positions in companies matching the initial 
criteria no suitable case company and project was found. The majority indicated not willing 
to participate due to so called ‘interview fatigue’ or no time as a result of higher priority 
obligations. The selection criteria was adjusted to exclude the minimum number of 
employees of the case company to increase the search space. This resulted in an SME in the 
author’s network willing and available to participate in the given timeframe.  
 
The case company is a small IT automation and services company based in the Netherlands. 
The author is not employed at the selected company, but has an acquaintance that formerly 
worked at the company. This relationship gave the necessary information and contact details 
for reaching out to the actors involved in the case innovation process. The innovation 
outcome itself is considered a success based on the 25 municipalities that use the system to 
collaborate with their local welfare organisations having an estimated 1000+ users as 
indicated by company. This means that the only data remaining to obtain comes from the 
actors in the process, and does not require sharing any company secrets, therefore not 
limiting the available data. 
 

3.2.1 The case 
The case company has 6 employees and their main focus is on automation and server 
maintenance of local businesses. During one of their contract discussions at a local welfare 
organization they were pitched an idea by the welfare organization related to youth talent 
development and assistance, and asked if they knew a party that could realize it for them. The 
case company quickly realized the idea could be applied much broader than to just the local 
welfare organization and opted to build it themselves.  
 
The required specifications were created in close collaboration with the welfare organization 
and verified by the needs of a handful of other welfare organizations. Then by using an 
external subject matter expert as well as an external development team the product was 
realized according to the specifications and in an iterative fashion. Initially deployment 
occurred at local welfare organizations, however the case company quickly realized they 
could go one layer up to the municipalities that deal with the same problem at a larger scale. 
 
The process is considered an open innovation due to the initial idea coming from outside of 
the organisation as opposite to a closed innovation where the idea originates from inside the 
company. Also, by means of close collaboration the knowledge of welfare organizations was 
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combined with the automation knowledge of the case company, that of the external software 
development team, and with the youth assistance & talent development subject matter expert. 
The inclusion of the external development team and subject expert can be seen as a reduction 
of time and costs as opposed to building the skills and knowledge internally. This is 
considered a clear fit to the following part of (Chesbrough, 2006) open innovation definition 
“…the use of purposive inflows and outflows of knowledge to accelerate internal 
innovation”. Furthermore, through knowledge obtained of the welfare organizations they 
learned that the product could be deployed beyond welfare organisations. This matches 
another part of Chesbrough’s definition, being “…expand the markets for external use of 
innovation”. 
 
The innovation team had a total of eight members. This includes the contact person at the 
welfare organisation as well as the four person external development team. Roles in the team 
included software developers, product manager, sales & marketing and a talent development 
methodology subject expert. Five out of the eight members were available and willing to 
participate. 
 

3.3 Data collection 

3.3.1 Literature review 
The data collection strategy for the literature review started by searching in scientific libraries 
using the following major key words related to the main research question; “innovation”, 
“innovation process” and “self-perception”. The initial sources have been limited to journals, 
books and student thesis’s. A first resource selection has been based up on the abstract and 
conclusions or summary of the found results using what (Yin, 2013) calls pattern matching. 
The suitability criterion was its presumed relevance to the combination of the major key 
words in relationship to the target objectives set in the Introduction chapter. 
 
The first selection activities made specialized focus areas visible e.g. concepts, models and 
theories. These focus areas have acted as the minor keywords to be used in continued 
information collection. In this second step the valid sources categories have been expanded to 
allow inclusion of information from websites, videos, audio and articles in magazines.  
 
For these secondary resources, multiple sources sharing the same conclusions or information 
has first been looked for before taking the data into account. On top of that, for these 
resources that reference to each other by means of trackbacks, pingbacks or alike have been 
attempted to be excluded. These steps are done for triangulation purposes, while at the same 
time trying to avoid misleading confidence building caused by the copy/paste/forward nature 
of information on the Internet.  

3.3.2 Empirical data collection 
The empirical data collection occurred by means of semi-structured interviews. As said 
previously the semi-structured interview allow to focus on the topic under investigation, 
while providing the researcher the opportunity to elaborate on the interviewee’s answers 
when deemed necessary. This approach was chosen over structured-interviews to avoid not 
exploring the phenomena in enough depth. As with a first case study determining the right 
depth is difficult to do upfront and therefore justifies a slightly looser approach as given by 
using semi-structured interviews. The semi-structured interview followed an interview guide 
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consisting of nine main questions supported by a list of keywords to guide the conversation to 
areas of interest. The interview guide can be found in Appendix A together with the 
explanation how the questions relate to the propositions described in Appendix B. 
 
The interviews were done on an individual basis and face-to-face with no presence of other 
team members. This was done to avoid receiving socially acceptable answers. At the same 
time it allowed the interviewer to observe nuances of behaviour in the interviewees that could 
act as potential queues for further exploration. This would not be possible when using for 
example telephone interviews. The interview length varied from 45 minutes to 1,5 hours on 
average. Two of the interviews took place is a public restaurant in the presence of strangers. 
This was done on request of the interviewees, leading the interviewer to believe that the 
interviewees were comfortable enough in such surroundings that their answers would not 
differ from a more isolated setting. During these interviews no observations were made 
indicating doubt or hesitation by the interviewees to express themselves. This further 
strengthened the believe that the quality and authenticity of the answers was not affected by 
the chosen location. The other interviews took place in isolated settings. 
 
The interview questions have intentionally been constructed as open ended questions as this 
was deemed more suitable for getting in depth information. Follow up questions have been 
tried to follow the ‘TED’ construction (Tell me (more) about…, Explain to me…, Describe 
how…)  but was not always possible without breaking the natural flow of the conversation. 
Keeping the natural flow of the conversation was considered more important to not break the 
interviewees free state of information sharing. Fact checking or validation of the interviewers 
understanding was done with closed questions. Suggestive questioning has been tried to be 
avoided to reduce bias. 

3.4 Data analysis 

The general data analysis strategy used is a mixture of two general strategies described by 
Yin (2013) as i) Relying on theoretical propositions and ii) Examining plausible rival 
explanations. The analysis technique Yin describes as pattern matching is used to examine 
the collected data. The propositions are used as the predictions and the responses of the 
interviews are contrasted against these predictions. Each proposition is first analysed 
individually. The final step involves contrasting the propositions against each other (where 
possible) before drawing the final causal inferences. 

3.5 Limitation of methodology 

External validity is low due to the nature of a qualitative case study. The actual sample size 
can give a first insight, but might require additional data before it can be considered large 
enough to form hypothesis from to do a quantitative study. Face to face interviews take away 
a part of the anonymity of the interviewee. As such their responses can still have been 
partially formed towards socially acceptable answers which should be kept in mind.  
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4 Emperical results 

This chapter gives a summary of the data collected from the interviews. Theming the data by 
proposition has been considered, but has been chosen to not pursue to avoid objectivity. To 
elaborate; the reader might see certain question data useful beyond the propositions the 
author designed the question for. Theming by proposition would also lead to a lot of data 
repetition as a single question could provide data that can be used by multiple propositions. A 
high-level summary of which questioned was designed to collect data for which proposition 
is shown in Error! Reference source not found.. The rationale to these questions can be 
found in Appendix B. 
 
 

 

Question Proposition 
1 6 
2 1, 4 
3 2, 3, 7 
4 1, 2, 3, 7 
5 5 
6 3, 4 
7 4 
8 1 

Table 4-1 Interview question to proposition overview 

 
Please note that all interviews took place in Dutch. This means that any quoted responses are 
actually paraphrases translated to English. 
 
Question 1 
Three out of five indicated they felt they were naturally chosen, meaning being the most 
suitable person for the job. The other two thought they were chosen from a pure business 
perspective as being a suitable partner.  
 
Three out of five indicated that they felt that their initial expectation (‘actual self’) matched 
the actual expectations (‘ought self’) of their team. Two out of these three based this on 
actual received feedback that contained no complaints. The other person based this on his 
deliverable acceptance. The remaining two expressed expecting to have been compliant with 
the team’s expectations. One out of these two based this on not having received any 
complaints or feedback from the other members. The other expressed this based on not 
reaching the initial envisioned target, but still having reached a different target combined 
with the fact that the product was realized successfully. 
 
Question 2 
In order to determine weak internal cues the actors where asked about their perceived 
suitability for the role they picked up or got assigned. Four out of five interviewees gave a 
clear and near instant answer that they felt suitable based on prior experience. One person 
responded with “Yes ok. I have an [redacted] degree and I was part of an experienced team 
who can help me.”.  
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Furthermore, two out of five indicated they were the most suitable for their role with no other 
member being able to substitute them. Another two out of five indicated they felt most 
suitable, but somebody else could have done the same role. The last person indicated that he 
was suited but another team member could have done the same job. 
 
Question 3 
When asked about the clarity of the goals of the project when starting, three out of five 
indicated knowing the exact steps to follow and that they could reach the objective. Another 
one indicated he initially did not have full clarity, but relied on the expertise of the team. The 
last person indicated he knew where to start, but made a side note that the direction is not 
certain. In his words “I knew that they’re some reserves at the government that this project 
could possibly be funded by, or perhaps partially. (…) You never have certainty with such 
parties. It’s still the government.”. 
 
Question 4 
To further test for weak internal cues enquiries were made to discover how actors handled 
unexpected situations. Based on these questions three out of five indicated they encountered a 
situation they did not foresee initially. One of these occurrences involved privacy law related 
to data storage. The person responsible for this part of the process indicated that he did not 
right away know the solution, but did instantly know where to get help to solve it. A second 
situation occurred during the inception phase, where the commercial person thought they 
were not capable of satisfying the customer request. However, his technical support that was 
present and indicated they could. The commercial person indicated that he looked at his 
partner questioning but decided to supported him and follow up on the lead. The final 
situation involved a customer request for changing the product that got resistance from 
internal members due to the expressed technical infeasibility of the request. By means of 
hierarchical position and decision the team was forced to find a solution and eventually did. 
 
Question 5 
This question was asked in the light of cognitive dissonance. Four out of five interviewees 
indicated that they experienced no situation that was forced upon them during the innovation 
process, or where part of the process was deemed to have no added value. None of these 
responders took more than 5 seconds to draw their conclusion. One out of five indicated 
being slightly frustrated by mid process product change requests. He indicated seeing no 
benefit to the change as it would complicate the end product usage, as well as further 
development. Despite his complaints, he did execute the change request. His indicated 
reasoning was that the customer has the final call as they pay. The feature ended up not being 
used much, to which the implementing actor merely had to say “As expected.”. 
 
Question 6 & 7 
The data for these questions have been summarized in 3 tables covering the relationship type, 
relationship intensity and the relationship duration. The actors are represented by the labels A 
– E. 
 
The relationship type(s) between the actors is divided between Personal (P), Work (W) and 
Not Applicable (-). A personal relationship is assigned if the two actors have spent or are still 
spending time together beyond work related activities. The work relationship is assigned if 
actors have spent or are actively spending time together for work related activities. A Not 
Applicable is assigned when two actors have not or do not directly spend work or personal 
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time together. This occurs for example with actor E who is part of the externally hired team 
but does not have a direct customer contact role. 
 
 

	 Relationship	type 

 A	 B	 C	 D	 E	
A	 	 P+W	 W	 P+W	 -	
B	 P+W	 	 W	 W	 -	
C	 W	 W	 	 -	 -	
D	 P+W	 W	 -	 	 W	
E	 -	 -	 -	 W	 	

Table 4-2 Actor relationship type 

 
The relationship intensity is categorized into High and Low frequency of contact moments, as 
well as Close and Distant for the way of contact. A High frequency means daily contact. A 
Low frequency means contact once per 2 weeks or longer. A Close way of contact means in 
person. A distant way of contact means per phone, email or alike. The relationship between 
actors A & D requires additional elaboration as it was an outlier that would not entirely fit the 
coding. In this relationship, the intensity was high and close at the start of the process. Once 
the goals and agreements were clear the frequency and means of contact changed to low and 
distant. 
 
 

	 Relationship	intensity 

 A	 B	 C	 D	 E	
A	 		 H+C	 L+D	 (H+C)+(L/D)	 -	
B	 H+C	 		 L+D	 L+D	 -	
C	 L+D	 L+D	 		 -	 -	
D	 H+C/D	 L+D	 -	 		 H+C	
E	 -	 -	 -	 H+C	 		

Table 4-3 Actor relationship intensity 

Finally, the relationship duration expresses the total time the actors have known each other 
and is considered self-explanatory. 
 

	 Relationship	duration 

 A	 B	 C	 D	 E	
A	 		 5+	years	 3	years	 5+	years	 -	
B	 5+	years	 		 3	years	 <	1	year	 -	
C	 3	years	 3	years	 		 -	 -	
D	 5+	years	 <	1	year	 -	 		 <	2	years	
E	 -	 -	 -	 <	2	years	 		

Table 4-4 Actor relationship duration 
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Question 8 
All actors indicated they felt suitable to fulfil the same role in another innovation. All five 
gave prior experience and/or historical results as the reason for being suitable. No hesitation 
was noticed in any of the actors when they provided the answers suggesting. No safeguard 
remarks were added to their answers indicating they firmly believe what they expressed. 
 
Question 9 
All actors indicated that they think talent can be developed. Five out of five also indicated 
that they think you can alter basic intellect. Finally, all actors believe that the harder you 
work at something the better you will be at it.  
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5 Data analysis 

What follows is the analysis of the data collected from the interviews. Data has been 
collected guided by the interview guide. The interview guide is derived from the propositions 
created in Section 2.3, which have been formed based on existing literature. The analysis 
looks at the relevant data for each individual proposition and is structured as follows. The 
proposition is used as the prediction and is contrasted against the responses of the interviews. 
Where applicable additional references to the literature, beyond the propositions, are made. 
Each proposition is individually accepted or rejected based on this specific case-study, not 
keeping external validity in mind. The chapter ends by contrasting propositions with each 
other and drawing intermediate conclusions. 
 
P1: Actors with weak internal cues take on the view of actors with strong internal cues. 
This proposition predicts that if any of the actors in the process had a weak internal believe 
(i.e. I’m not sure if I’m capable of the role assigned), then they will take on the believe of 
those actors around then who have strong believes (i.e. ‘I know I can do this’). 
 
The first clear alteration of believe that can be extracted from the data is the following. The 
data showed that the commercial person was in doubt whether they could perform the request 
of the customer that eventually led to the start of the innovation process. However, he 
decided to follow the believe of his technical support who indicated to the customer that they 
were capable and continued the conversation with the customer by saying they could be the 
partner to solve their problem. Breaking this information down we can state that the weak 
internal queue was at the commercial person. The strong internal queue was at his technical 
support. By continuing the sale and pitching they could perform the work shows an alteration 
of believe of the commercial person as a result of taking on the view of the technical person.  
 
The counter argument against believe alteration in the form that strong actors compensate for 
the weak by doing their work does not hold in this case for the following reason. The 
commercial person had no substitute for his role during the process. Nor was there anyone 
that performed the same tasks for the duration of the process (i.e. a second sales person). 
Furthermore, the assigned responsibilities to the different roles in the team had no near 
overlapping tasks to could result in work compensation by other team members. All of these 
conditions were caused by the small team size. Combining these facts strengthens the believe 
that the weak internal believe (commercial person) was altered by the strong believe 
(technical support) as opposed to work being compensated. 
 
One more interesting occurrence can be extracted from the data. One person initially 
indicated he felt suitable for the role he played in the team. However, the person did make a 
side note that he had support of an experienced team that could help him out. This latter 
statement can be interpreted as a weak internal cue about his capabilities. Besides feeling 
suitable, the person indicated that he believed that he performed according to the expectations 
of the team. This believe was established as a result of actual feedback received. When later 
asked if he felt suitable to fulfil a similar role in another innovation project his response was 
limited to indicating he felt suitable. The previous side note of a backup team was not 
mentioned. This suggests that his previous weak internal cue has been altered.  
 
To elaborate on that. The actor previously was actually not totally convinced he could do the 
role on his own. He therefore mentioned the backup of experts on his team to make him 
progress in case of a difficult encounter. After having received positive and confirming 
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feedback regarding his abilities the actor now only mentions that he is capable of fulfilling a 
similar role without any side notes. The person that provided feedback showed (based on the 
data) to have strong internal cues towards his capabilities of realizing the product. This shows 
that the view of the feedback giver with the strong internal cue has been taken up on by the 
actor with the weak internal cue who previously made side notes but not anymore. 
 
The previous analysis shows the proposition can be accepted using two affirming data points. 
The results also give confirmation that the Self-Perception Theory and Self-Expansion 
Theory hold in innovation processes. The Self-Perception Theory (Bem, 1972) suggests 
alteration of weak cues when one observes himself (i.e. by looking back at historical actions) 
as capable. This theory was unclear about influencing of the observed view, as what has now 
occurred by receiving positive feedback. It can arguable be said the Self-Perception Theory 
holds. The Self-Expansion Theory can also be confirmed to work in innovation groups. For 
this theory, it was unclear whether temporarily established groups were considered to be a 
close enough relationship for alteration to happen. The alteration happened between two co-
workers, which is far from a family member relationship such as described in the Self-
Expansion Theory (Aron, et al., 1991). 
 
 
P2: Actors with deviating self-perception adopt to the complying self-perception of their 
innovation process group. 
This proposition predicts that a temporarily assembled group can create a close enough 
relationship between its actors to be able to alter behaviour from weak to strong. As 
described in the analysis of proposition P1, there was one occurrence where a weak internal 
cue was altered to take on the view of the person with a strong internal cue. That occurrence 
involved the commercial person questioning his capabilities and that of the team, as 
compared to the technical support person who wass convinced they could fulfil the customer 
request. In this specific case the weak cue of the commercial person also qualifies as 
deviating self-perception. The reason for this is because the complying self-perception in 
relationship to the innovation project would be to have clear and realistic goals (Costello & 
Prohaska, 2013), which the commercial person can’t have if he’s in doubt. This is re-
confirmed by data of Question 3.  
 
The same situation can also be analysed from the relationship perspective the two actors had. 
Looking at the data collected in Question 6, we can see that the two actors had a relationship 
duration of over 5 years. Their relationship was both personal as well as work related. The 
case-study on self-expansion by (Aron, et al., 1991) showed that relationships that are at least 
as close as family members allow for alteration, or copying of believes. Based on the 
collected data we can add that non-family member relationships have the same power when 
the relationship duration is 5 years or longer, and the relationship type is both personal and 
work related. The data is not sufficient to draw conclusions whether a work-only relationship 
has the same power. We can also not draw any conclusions if relationships shorter than 5 
years (both work-only as well as work+personal) have this alteration power. The proposition 
can be accepted under the previous mentioned conditions. 
 
P3: Actors with complying self-perception do not adopt to the deviating weaker self-
perception of a close friend. 
In proposition P2 we took the opportunistic view that people would always try to match the 
expected perspective of the innovation process. This does not necessarily have to be the case 
and as such we set out to determine if the inverse could also happen. The technical support 
person who convinced his commercial colleague (and director) of the company being capable 
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of performing the customer request did show to have the required clear & realistic goals 
(Costello & Prohaska, 2013) and was also visionary (DeMaria, 2013). Thus, from the same 
data instance we can also conclude that the inverse (complying to deviating) alteration did 
not occur, despite of the lower hierarchical position of the technical support person in the 
company. Proposition P3 can therefore be accepted. 
 
P4: Continuous close collaboration of ‘ingroup’ actors in the innovation process is 
necessary for elevated self-perception. 
The Social Identity Theory (Turner & Tajfel, 1986) suggests alteration is possible through the 
believe that belonging to a group means one is capable of what the group is capable of. The 
theory is unclear in how active one has to work together with the group for this alteration to 
happen. The proposition tests if elevated self-perception will not be established or will 
evaporate and return to the initial believe if close collaboration does not occur. 
 
One of the innovation process actors started off as the customer needing a solution to a 
problem. He ended up joining the team not only to give input for the needs of his own 
company, but also as a partner for collecting funds and providing industry knowledge that 
would make the product suitable for similar companies. His request for help clearly indicates 
that his initial self-perception with regards to realizing the product himself held a lack of the 
following traits. The willingness to try and fail as well as being comfortable with the 
unknown that (DeMaria, 2013; Collins, 2012; Strategic Direction, 2012) indicate as being 
necessary traits for successful innovation. Partnering with the group that indicated they can 
realize the product is interpreted as a change of his believe to match the groups believe. He is 
now at least willing to try and fail, it also shows he’s open to change (a necessary trait for 
successful innovation according to (Jacobovitz, 2015)). Using the relationship intensity data 
from Question 6 we see that there was a low frequency of contact. We can also see that the 
means of contact was mostly in distant form. These facts arguable mean that close 
collaboration is not necessary and the proposition is rejected. It does confirm that the general 
Social Identity Theory in an innovation context holds true.  
 
P5:  Actors do not act on, or are willing to sustain, cognitive dissonance for the duration of 
the innovation process when the innovation process outcome affects job security. 
Here we predict that if the stakes are high enough, then actors are willing to sustain cognitive 
dissonance for an extended period of time. Looking at the data a single occurrence of 
cognitive dissonance was recorded. One actor indicated mild frustration towards a task he felt 
did not have any benefits and would in his believe actually be detrimental to the end product. 
Regardless of his own opinion he ended up realizing the task based on business needs. At the 
time the task was deemed necessary to be able to sell the product to more customers who 
requested the feature against the advice of the innovation team. In retrospect, the task 
realization did not impact innovation success as the product extension that was realized ended 
up being hardly used. The actor who realized the feature showed mild frustration to this fact 
as derived from his short expressed “as expected” when confronted with the fact. 
 
The investment and revenue figures of the innovation project were not released. However, by 
means of inference we can argue that due to the small size of the company (6 persons), a 
negative outcome of this innovation process would have had a big impact on job security. 
The Cognitive Dissonance Theory argues that when dissonance is experienced one will take 
action or change ones believe to resolve the conflict. Looking at the data indicates that the 
actor showed willingness to sustain the cognitive dissonance and realize the feature 
requested, knowing jobs might be on the line. His expressed frustration over the feature 
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hardly being used showed that the dissonance did not disappear as a result of changing his 
believes. Similarly, the dissonance was not resolved by taking actions that would 
immediately free him from the situation (i.e. passing it off to somebody else). This confirms 
that when the stakes are high enough actors are willing to sustain dissonance. Based on this 
the proposition is accepted. Adding to this is that the actor did take action, and thus obliged to 
the cognitive dissonance theory of resolving dissonance, but more importantly it adds 
knowledge to the literature as to how long actors are willing to sustain dissonance in 
innovation projects. In this case the duration that dissonance was sustained was in the order 
of 2-4 weeks.  
 
P6: Discomfort felt by actors from a gap between ‘actual self’ and ‘ought self’, as a result of 
externally expressed expectations of the actor, does not affect the innovation outcome. 
The prediction of this proposition is based on the Self-Discrepancy Theory by (Higgins, 
1987). Its importance is related to the actors’ performance depending on the existence of a 
gap or not. Here we predict that a gap does not affect performance or its effect is not enough 
to have negative consequences for the innovation outcome. 
The data shows that one of the actors expected to be compliant with the team’s expectations. 
His reasoning for expected compliance was based on the fact that he did not receive feedback 
or complaints despite achieving a different target than initially envisioned for. While talking 
about not making the foreseen target and why, the interviewee was noticeably making less 
eye contact and changing positions in his chair frequently. These queues indicate discomfort 
related to the topic and are believed to be the result of a gap between actual and ought self. 
For this case-study the innovation outcome did not suffer from the experienced gap as can be 
concluded by the successful product rollout. The lack of impact is however very specific to 
the role the person had in the process (acquire funding), and might not hold up in other 
innovation processes or even for other members of this process. For this specific case 
however the proposition is accepted. 
  
P7: High self-efficacy and growth mindset are the predominant views of the actors in the 
innovation process group leading to success. 
Innovation processes are commonly known to not have a clear roadmap for everything ahead 
to achieve the goal. There is a high degree of trial and error involved as a result of exploring 
new areas and combinations of fields and knowledge. In order to stay motivated and keep 
moving on the prediction is that actors require a certain mindset and efficacy. The theory 
shows that high self-efficacy and growth mindset are likely the traits/characteristics for actors 
to have when it comes to innovation. It is these type of actors that advocate the believe that 
they can, or that failure is an opportunity to learn (Gross-loh, 2016), which in turn keeps them 
motivated to keep pushing on.  
 
Looking at the data. When asked about the actors’ suitability for the role assigned, 4 out of 5 
gave a clear and near instant answer they felt suitable. This indicates high self-efficacy in 
those actors. The remaining person based his suitability on having a degree matching the 
required work, which also indicates high self-efficacy. Finally, all actors remained to have 
high-self efficacy at the end of the process. This is derived from the fact that they all 
indicated feeling suitable for the same role in another innovation process. Those with low or 
lower self-efficacy would show doubt. When it comes to the actors having a growth mindset 
or fixed mindset there was absolute clarity. All actors answered the mindset targeted 
questions (Question 9) towards having a growth mindset. With this data the proposition is 
accepted for this specific case-study.  
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Inter-proposition contrasting and impact 
The analysis of proposition P1 shows that actors with strong internal cues have a positive 
effect on those actors with weak internal cues. In similar light, but as opposed to proposition 
P1 now taking the inter-actor relationship in mind, the analysis and acceptance of 
propositions 2 and 3 show that a combined work and personal relationship can alter self-
perception from deviating to complying, but not vice versa. From a self-perception 
importance or business perspective this suggests that it can be beneficial to keep an eye on 
team distribution. Meaning that there should always be one person that i.e. believes in the 
approach or sees a way, such that others actors can benefit from it and take over the believe. 
Important here is that the person with a strong internal cue is aligned with the vision of the 
innovation process. Otherwise those with weak internal queues will take on the negative view 
(as compared to the innovation process) of the person with strong internal queues. This of 
course can lead to worse performance.  
 
Proposition P4, like propositions P2 and P3, also takes a look at the relationship between the 
innovation process actors. P2 & P3 suggested the need to be strongly connected with each 
other to alter believes. On the contrary, P4 appears to negate this need as the proposition 
acceptance shows that a close collaboration is not needed to keep the altered believe. The 
data for P4 also shows that the relationship with the team was only work related, as opposed 
to work & personal relationship in the case for P2 & P3. Furthermore, the duration of the 
relationship as discussed in P4 (<3 years) is nearly half of that from P2 & P3 (5+ years). This 
shows that the type of relationship actors have (work vs work & personal) is not important 
for altering believes. Also, the duration of the relationship is less important. In this day and 
age employees stay on average 4.2 years at their boss according to (United States Department 
of Labor, 2016). This shorter required relationship duration would make a big difference in 
being able to establish a group where believes can be altered if necessary. Finally, based on 
P4 it can be said that an individual’s self-perception does not impact the innovation project 
outcome and it is inferior to the groups perception. 
 
The acceptance of proposition P5 indicates that experiencing cognitive dissonance is not a 
threat to the innovation outcome. The data has shown that the actor was willing to sustain 
dissonance for a period of 2-4 weeks given that the stakes are high enough. Proposition P6 
related to the Self-Discrepancy theory, discusses a similar phenomenon. This proposition is 
also accepted and indicates a degree of discomfort can be felt without affecting the 
innovation outcome. The difference between the two is that P5 has the condition that 
significant stakes have to be on the line, whereas P6 requires no such conditions. The data of 
both propositions combined suggest that it is not important to keep either cognitive 
dissonance or self-discrepancy in mind when it comes achieving the desired innovation goal 
as proven by the successful innovation. The explanation for this can come from the 
acceptance of proposition P7. The data of P7 shows that the whole team consisted of actors 
with high self-efficacy and a growth mindset. When a gap exists between actual and ought-
self (P6), an actor with a growth mindset is likely to resolve it by acquiring the skills he ought 
to have. This removes any threats it might have on the outcome. 
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6 Discussion 

6.1 Summary 

An initial literature review showed that there is too little consideration of the human resource 
side in innovation processes (Meissner & Kotsemir, 2016). A specific gap was found 
questioning the importance of self-perception in innovation processes. To contribute 
knowledge to this gap, an extended literature review has been performed to first limit the 
study to a specific innovation type and to document the required human characteristics 
deemed necessary for successful innovation. These required characteristics and believes have 
been considered true facts without further confirmation. Instead the focus of this study has 
been on researching how they might altered. This led to exploring theories in the behavioural 
sciences domain. The identified theories exposed gaps and questions in relationship to the 
applicability of actors’ participation in innovation processes. These gaps acted as the basis 
from which propositions were formed. Using semi-structured interviews with questions 
derived from the propositions, data has been collected on actors that participated in a 
successful innovation process. An analysis has been performed to accept or reject the 
propositions, and to give an initial conclusion on the impact of the findings per proposition 
and inter-proposition. The final conclusion and answering of the research question follows 
next. 

6.2 Conclusions 

The analysis of P1 showed that it’s possible to alter weak cues to strong cues. This confirms 
that the general idea behind the Self-perception (Bem, 1972) and Self-Expansion (Aron, et 
al., 1991) theories apply in innovation process. The analysis of P2 and P3 showed that in 
innovation processes it’s possible to alter deviating believes to complying believes, and not 
vice versa. This insight fills the previously exposed knowledge gap in the Self-Expansion 
theory whether a temporary group (such as an innovation process) is a close enough 
relationship to alter self-perception.  
In summary, altering weak cues or deviating self-perception is possible and requires at least 
one person with a strong cue or complying self-perception. No data showed it to be possible 
to alter believes from complying to deviating self-perception. Deriving from this it can be 
said individual actor believes do not have to be taken into account in a team distribution. 
There is no threat for worsening the situation, it can only improve it. If the person composing 
the innovation team has doubts about the team achieving the necessary innovation results, 
then actors can be assessed on the identified necessary human characteristics for successful 
innovation. This assessment allows for filling believe gaps in the team if found. 
 
The combined analysis of P2, P3 and P4 shows that the type of relationship (work vs personal 
vs work+personal) between actors is not important for believe alteration to occur. 
Furthermore, the duration that actors have been working together where alteration happened 
was shown to be < 3 years. Note that this is significantly less than the family relationship 
durations in the Self-Expansion case-study (Aron, et al., 1991). No conclusions can be drawn 
if the duration is important at all, e.g. if a couple of months is already sufficient. Innovation 
processes typically require people with experience on both the subject as well as company 
knowledge to understand the purpose and applicability. Under this assumption, it’s 
considered fair to say that in general no employees working shorter than 2-3 years at a 
company will be assigned to innovation processes. Having said that means it’s not important 
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to keep relationship duration in mind when establishing the innovation process team, as this 
is very likely already satisfied and alteration can occur.  
 
The data of P4 showed that the required characteristics of willingness to try and fail as well 
as being comfortable with the unknown (DeMaria, 2013; Collins, 2012; Strategic Direction, 
2012) were initially not met for the individual. Regardless, it showed to have had no impact 
on the innovation outcome. This is contributed to believing that the group perception was 
taken upon by the individual. 
 
The analysis of P5 & P6 showed that any discomfort felt from either cognitive dissonance or 
self-discrepancy does not affect the innovation outcome. The inferred cause is that the full 
team was composed of growth mindset and high self-efficacy actors. These traits drive them 
to do whatever is necessary to reach their goals according to. The importance of mindset can 
go as far as saying that innovation is a mindset, as inferred from (Kuczmarski, 1996). 
 
Combing all above facts we can say the following; an actor’s Mindset and self-efficacy are 
the most important. A growth mindset and high self-efficacy can compensate for any 
discomfort felt by cognitive dissonance or self-discrepancy. Any weak cues or limited 
believes will be compensated for by others in the team, under the condition that at least one 
strong or complying believe exists in the team. 
 
For the case company it can be said that the importance of self-perception is high looking 
only at an actors’ mindset and self-efficacy believes. For all other aspects of self-perception it 
is considered low. 
 

6.3 Implications and future research 

As to be expected with a first of single case study the generalization of the findings cannot be 
determined. More successful innovation process cases should be studied to build external 
validation. The current practical contribution of these results for companies is in the form of 
raising awareness to validate that the overall team consists of actors with a growth mindset 
and high self-efficacy. As with any study there are unexplored and newly discovered areas 
that the data could not answer and can be researched further. Example directions for future 
research are as follows. What is the minimum relationship duration between actors for 
alteration to still occur? How does Non-Western culture impact believe alteration? .i.e. 
hierarchical influences. Can the group ratio of complying versus deviating believes direct 
what believe will finally be taken up on? And lastly, is the global company perception 
stronger than the individual process group? i.e. single department believe vs majority of 
departments believe on succeeding.  
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Appendix A Interview guide 

[D] = The question in Dutch, [E] = The question in English 
Icebreaker: 
[D] Kan je eerst wat over jezelf vertellen? 
[E] Would you please first tell me a bit about yourself?  
• Background 
• Professional interests 
• Expertise 

 
Main questions 

1) [D] Kan je uitleggen waarom jij gekozen bent om mee te doen in het innovatie proces en 
welke verwachtingen het team van jouw had? 
[E] Can you explain why you were chosen to participate in the innovation process and 
what expectations the team had from you? 

 
[Follow up]  
[D] Als ik de andere teamleden zou vragen of je naar verwachting gepresteerd hebt, 
wat denk je dat hun antwoord zal zijn? Waarom denk je dat? 
[E] If I would ask the other team members if you lived up to the expectations, what 
do you think their answer would be? What makes you think so? 
 

• Actual vs Ought self (self-discrepancy theory) 
• Perceived performance 
• Team expectations  

 
2) [D] Kan je omschrijven hoe geschikt jij je voelde voor de rol die je aangewezen is? 

[E] Can you describe to me how suitable you felt for the role you got assigned? And 
why?  

 
[Follow up]  
[D] Beschrijf aub hoe de andere teamleden dezelfde rol als jouw zouden hebben 
vervuld. 
[E] Describe to me how the other team members would have fulfilled the same role. 
 

• Weak cues 
• Social identity (belong to group) 
 

3) [D] Had je toen je mee ging doen in het project een duidelijk beeld welke stappen er 
nodig waren om het doel te bereiken? 
[E] When joining the project, did you have a clear idea of the steps needed to accomplish 
the goal? 
• Mindset (growth) 
• Visionary, willing to fail, realistic goals 
 

4) [D] Kan je me vertellen over moeilijkheden waar je tegen aangelopen bent en hoe je deze 
overkomen bent? 
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[E] Can you describe to me any difficulties you’ve encountered and how did you 
overcome them? 

[Follow up]  
[D] Ben je tegen moeilijkheden aangelopen waar je eerst niet van wist hoe je ze 
moest overkomen? Hoe heb je dit uiteindelijke opgelost? En waarom op die 
manier? 
[E] Were there any difficulties you encountered that you at first didn’t know how 
to solve? How did you end up solving them, and why like that? 
 

• Source of commitment 
• Mindset / efficacy (growth/fixed) 

 
5) [D] Kan je een moment omschrijven waar je het gevoel had dat het innovatie process je 

dwingde iets te doen wat je liever niet wilde doen? Of waarvan je eerst dacht dat het geen 
toegevoegde waarde had.  
[E] Can you describe a time where you felt that the innovation process forced you to do 
something you’d rather not, or where you at first believed it didn’t have any value?  
 

[Follow up]  
[D] Kan je het voorval omschrijven en hoe je er mee omgegaan bent? 
[E] Can you describe the event and how you handled it?  
 

• Experienced dissonance? 
• Sustain vs resolve (situation) 

 
6) [D] Kan je omschrijven wat voor relatie je had met elk van de andere teamleden? 

[E] Can you describe what kind of relationship you had with each of the team members? 
• Personal vs work, Close vs distant (intensity), Short vs long time (beyond specific 

innovation) 
• self-alteration conditions (Self-expansion) 

 
7) [D] Kan je omschrijven hoe het team samenwerkte? 

[E] Can you describe how the team collaborated?  
• all in 1 office/room, daily meetings, pairing up etc. 
• feeling of belonging to a group (social identity) 

 
8) [D] Vind jij jezelf geschikt voor nog een innovatie project in dezelfde rol, en waarom? 

[E] Do you consider yourself suitable for another innovation project in the same role, 
and why?  
• Internal cue changes 
• Any external stimuli? 
• Was work compensated by? 

 
9) [D] Ik wil je nog een aantal gesloten vragen stellen waarbij je 1 van de 2 antwoorden 

moet kiezen. Er is geen goed of fout antwoord. 
[E] I’d like to ask a few closed questions from which you have to choose one of the two 
answers. There is no right or wrong answer. 

1) [D] Wordt je met talent geboren of kan je het ontwikkelen? 
[E] Are you born with talent or can you develop it?  
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2) [D] Kan je je basis intelligentie veranderen? Ja/Nee 
[E] Can you alter your basic intellect or not? 
 

3) [D] Hoe harder je ergens aan werkt, hoe beter je er in zal zijn. Waar/niet 
waar? 
[E] The harder you work at something, the better you will be at it. Do you 
agree or disagree? 
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Appendix B Interview guide rationale 

This appendix describes the rationale behind the questions formed in the interview guide as 
can be found in Appendix A. 
 
All questions are intended to help confirm or reject the propositions formed in Section 2.3. 
The questions can be divided in two major categories. First, there are questions that confirm 
the theories from the literature apply to innovation processes. Secondly, there are questions 
that are intended to complement the theories by trying to obtain the missing information. 
 
What follows below is first a repetition of the propositions that have been formed in the 
Theoretical framework for the readers’ reference convenience. Next, each English interview 
question is listed and the rationale behind the question is discussed. 
 
 
Propositions 
 
P1: Actors with weak internal cues take on the view of actors with strong internal cues. 
P2: Actors with deviating self-perception adopt to the complying self-perception of their 
innovation process group 
P3: Actors with complying self-perception do not adopt to the deviating weaker self-
perception of a close friend 
P4: Continuous close collaboration of ‘ingroup’ actors in the innovation process is necessary 
for elevated self-perception. 
P5:  Actors do not act on, or are willing to sustain, cognitive dissonance for the duration of 
the innovation process when the innovation process outcome affects job security. 
P6: Discomfort felt by actors from a gap between ‘actual self’ and ‘ought self’, as a result of 
externally expressed expectations of the actor, does not affect the innovation outcome 
P7: High-self efficacy and growth mindset are the predominant views of the actors in the 
innovation process group leading to success. 
 
 
Question explanation 
 
Question 1: Can you explain why you were chosen to participate in the innovation process 
and what expectations the team had from you? 
Rationale: This question is intended to help clarify proposition P6 which is related to the 
self-discrepancy theory. The first part of the question is intended to uncover what the actor 
considered to be his ‘actual-self’. The second part of the question is intended to uncover the 
‘ought-self’ of the actor. Combining these two pieces of information can give insight into 
potential self-discrepancy.  
 
Alternatively, the team expectations of the interviewee could have been directed towards the 
other team members only. However, doing so would give the interpretation of the interviewer 
of the team’s expectations, not the interpretation of the interviewee. This was deemed a 
suboptimal approach compared to the current form of questioning. 
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Question 2: Can you describe to me how suitable you felt for the role you got assigned? And 
why?  
Rationale: The question is primarily intended to identify weak cues in the interviewee. This 
is a pre-requisite for being able to draw a conclusion for proposition P1. It also has the ability 
to uncover information related to the social identity theory (partially covered by proposition 
P4) as answers could be in the direction of “I feel suitable, otherwise they would not have 
chosen me for the role”. This can be interpreted as believing one is capable because he 
belongs or is assigned to the group. Which is the central theme for the social identity theory. 
 
Question 3: When joining the project, did you have a clear idea of the steps needed to 
accomplish the goal? 
Rationale: This question focuses on clarifying the believes & traits of the interviewee such 
as being visionary, willing to fail and such. This identification is the stepping stone to being 
able to tell if changes happened from deviating to complying such as questioned for in 
propositions P2 & P3 (which are related to the self-expansion theory). Furthermore, it has the 
potential to indicate whether the interviewee has a growth mindset and/or high self-efficacy 
as questioned for in proposition P7. 
  
Question 4: Can you describe to me any difficulties you’ve encountered and how did you 
overcome them? 
Rationale: Another question that can tell us more about the mindset theory and self-efficacy 
theory if Question 3 did not provide the necessary insights. It can also uncover the source of 
commitment of the interviewee which can provide insights into internal cues, whether 
they’ve copied the believe of others that they can succeed and alike. These are topics covered 
in propositions P1, P2 and P3. 
 
Question 5: Can you describe a time where you felt that the innovation process forced you to 
do something you’d rather not, or where you at first believed it didn’t have any value?  
Rationale: This question focuses on exploring if cognitive dissonance was present. This is a 
pre-requisite for answering proposition P5. 
 
Question 6: Can you describe what kind of relationship you had with each of the team 
members? 
Rationale: This question helps to answer propositions P2, P3 & P4 by identifying how close 
the interviewee was with its team members. The results can be combined with the answers of 
other questions to draw a conclusion on altered self-perception through close relationships as 
discussed in the self-expansion and social identity theories. 
 
Question 7: Can you describe how the team collaborated?  
Rationale: Another question that focuses on the social identity theory as covered by 
proposition P4. It has the potential to augment, verify or amend the information gathered by 
Question 6. 
 
Question 8: Do you consider yourself suitable for another innovation project in the same 
role, and why?  
Rationale: The first part (identification) for answering proposition P1 was covered in 
question 2. This question can act as the second part to identify if there was any alteration of 
weak cues. It can also give insights into what external stimuli might have been present, or 
whether work was compensated for by others. 
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Question 9: I’d like to ask a few closed questions from which you have to choose one of the 
two answers. There is no right or wrong answer.  
Rationale: All sub-questions are designed to answer whether a person has a growth mindset 
or fixed mindset. They’re in addition to Question 3.  

1) Are you born with talent or can you develop it? A develop answer means a growth 
mindset. An answer saying you’re born with talent means a fixed mindset. 

2) Can you alter your basic intellect or not? A positive answer allowing for alteration 
means a growth mindset. A negative answers means a fixed mindset. 

3) The harder you work at something, the better you will be at it. Do you agree or 
disagree? Agreeing to this question means a growth mindset. Disagreeing means 
fixed mindset. 


